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Axis Mundi Studio Vision
My vision of Axis Mundi Studio is a place where the various reality planes meet; a microcosm, a  
cosmic space station, a modern Grail castle full of symbols, adventure, magic and symbolism. It is  
carbon neutral, has an eco-system including many threatened species; it has a super-modern sound 
and film studio, an adventure plane and an archetypal plane. All of the planets and the 22 Tarot cards 
from the Major Arkana are represented. In order to enter the sacred space the seeker must cross a lake. 
The garden is split in two: a profane garden and a sacred, Magic Garden. The Magic Garden is not  
visible from the profane garden. The only hint of its existence is a large gate supported by two pillars 
with carved power animals. Going through the gate, you find the three classic paths, one going off 
to the left, one to the right, and the golden mean. Look forward to meditating in our subterranean  
meditation chamber. It is a very powerful place. Passing through the mouth of the Jaguar to enter the 
meditation chamber gives it an extra dimension. A specially-built iron butterfly is suspended over the 
entire Magic Garden on an aerial runway. I started building the Magic Garden 15 years ago, so now the 
trees and the ivy have started growing together with all the buildings. This is done consciously to create a  
symbiosis between nature and culture. Everyone who comes here feel swept off their feet and say they 
feel they have returned to childhood or that they are entering other states of consciousness. 

The Studio itself grows by itself, just like a garden. The workmen come to me and really get my ideas 
and are thrilled to be building something so creative. 

The Studio’s entrance is a room that exists both in inner and outer space. The entrance and all paths 
in the entire garden are made with tile stones from Norwegian mountain rocks in all colours. Some 
plants have a direct connection through the foundation to the earth. An old vine plant stretches out 
from this room through the other rooms and goes through the wall to the outside, where it embraces 
the Studio. The vine plant symbolises the Tree of Life. All furniture, doorposts, doors, etc., are carved 
by hand and are highly aesthetic. The ultimate place is the roundhall. A massive, hand-carved yin-
yang symbol takes up the entire floor. A hand-carved wooden post stands at each of the four cardinal 
points, each depicting one of my four power animals. A specially designed electric starry sky adorns 
the ceiling. Together with a surround-sound system, a widescreen, floorspots and many other sound 
installations, it allows incredible audio-visual possibilities. 

In all rooms and at all central points in the garden I have laid out cables for sound, video, internet, 
etc. I have laid out more than four kilometres of cable that all meet in a hub in the studio. I have 
found some midi controllers that allow me to connect all electrical installations in the Studio and 
Garden with sound programmes, allowing me to create wild audio-visual experiences. I experience 
all these cables, paths, ivies, etc. as energy and meridian circuits and veins that tie the place together 
in a complex network. 

I experience that the place’s primary function is to give people – whoever they may be: artists, course 
participants, tourists – direct experience of holotropic states of consciousness. I have built into it 
the ability to broadcast live from the Studio, directly to the Internet or television and thereby to the 
whole world.

The Magic Garden
In 1995 I had a vision of my studio and its surroundings. I wanted to create an adventure park 
that would afford the optimal conditions for inspiration and the creative process. Since then I have 
worked systematically on it, and in August 2007 the Magic Garden was inaugurated.
 The Magic Garden is built like the Garden of Eden – it is a mythological landscape. It is quiet, 
hidden and undisturbed behind trees and hedges. It is centred around a lake that with branches  
going off to other little lakes and waterfalls has a freshening effect on the plants, animals and spirits 
of the garden with its purling. The Garden is divided into different sections and levels connected by 
paths, stairs, winding stairwells, footbridges, suspension bridge, platforms, plateaus, subterranean 
tunnels and little hills. The places for immersion, relaxation, regeneration and inspiration gathering 
include flowerbeds, a tower, an elf castle, a pavilion, a tribune, a subterranean meditation chamber 
and a stage among the trees. This is of great value when you’re recording, getting ready for that spe-
cial solo or are trying out new forms and music parts. The garden’s flora and fauna are extremely rich. 
The long list of animals includes salamanders (both small and big), frogs, grass snakes, dragon flies, 
hedgehogs, squirrels, blackbirds, great tits, blue tits and owls. One of the garden’s unique dimensions 
is that it consciously creates a synthesis between nature and culture by synthesising the plants and 
trees with the man-made contraptions. Thus the beech, oak, poplar, and willow trees are guided to 
carry the upper levels in several places, with their branches intertwined with the footbridges. The 
footbridges go through the crowns of the fruit trees (cherry, plums, apples, nuts), whose branches are 
bent into tunnels. So there’s easy access to fresh vitamins and natural nourishment. Climbing plants 
have been planted everywhere (Ivy, woodbine, clematis, wistaria, winter jasmine), intertwining and 
flowing in a rainforest symphony. The Garden is also endowed with an abundance of magical light 
and fountains, all powered completely by green energy. Musicians, artists, friends, project partners 
and visitors tell me again and again that it is like stepping into a completely different world and  
becoming like children again – revitalised and full of zest for life. For the people who come here for a 
long or a short while, it is an endless source of inspiration. Come and take part in the inspiration.
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Map of my 1995 vision for Axis Mundi Studio and the Magic Garden. At certain points in the 
Garden are placed The planetary symbols and the images of the 22 Tarot Cards of the Greater 
Arcana. The Tarot Cards describe the souls journey from Child to Enlighted Man.

1) Front garden, 2) Lion, 3) Monkey, 4) What is left of Denmark’s oldest beech tree  (Saturn), 
5) System of paths, 6) Front gate (0: The Fool), 7), Spiral stairwell, 8) Bridge, 9) Lake (2: The 
High Priestess), 10) Rocks, 11) Carved pillar gate - entrance to the Magic Garden (8: Strength), 
12) Solar panels and solar collectors, 13) Main building, 14) Astronomical observatory, 15) 
Statue of the Primal Woman (3: The Empress), 16) The Primal Man (4: The Emperor), 17)  
Afrodite, 18) Veranda, 19) The Leonardo Da Vinci Suite (5: The Hierophant), 20) Upper  
veranda, 21) Rocks in a ship pattern, 22) Rock monolith (7: The Chariot), 23) Main entrance, 
24) Foyer (6: The Lovers), 25) Roundhall (21: The Universe), 26) Carved Dolphin pillar, 27) 
Jaguar pillar, 28) Snake-Dragon pillar, 29) Eagle pillar, 30) Four-headed figure (Dolphin, 
Jaguar, Snake-Dragon and Eagle), 31) Studio Cockpit (1: The Magician), 32) Butterfly of 
Light, 33) Death’s Tunnel (13: Death), 34) The Hermit’s Path (9: The Hermit), 35) The Gold-
en Mean (10: The Wheel of Fortune), 36) Lake (Neptune, 17: The Star), 37) Footbridge, 38) 
Queen’s Chair, 39) The Tribune (The Moon, 18: The Moon), 40) Castle of Kings, 41) Windmill 

with vertical axis, 42) Footbridge, 43) The Elf Castle (14: Temperance), 44) Apple Cave, 45)  
Footbridge, 46) Spiral stairway, 47) The Solar Mountain (The Sun, 19: The Sun), 48) The 
Wishing Well, 49) Monkeyland, 50) Footbridge, 51) The Butterfly Stage (Venus, 11:  
Justice), 52) Dragon’s Den (Mars), 53) Flower Bed, 54) Aerial runway, 55) Footbridge, 56) The  
Pavillion and Viking Table (Jupiter), 57) Totem pole/Axis Mundi (Mercury, 12: The Hanged 
Man), 58) Suspension bridge, 59) The Tower (Uranus, 16: The Tower), 60) Floral landscape 
with a small pond, 61) Small windmill with horisontal axis, 62) Winnie the Pooh’s bridge, 63) 
Flag pole, 64) Jaguar head (15: The Devil), 65) Subterranean meditation chamber (Pluto, 20: 
Judgement).

The Studio and Magic Garden were completed in 2010. I expect the entire vision to be  
completely manifested in 2012.
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The Cockpit
The studios control room is equipped with 
modern studio equipment, a large screen. a 
hollow meditation platform, a fireplace, organic 
carved shelves, tables and a hammock.

Axis Mundi Studio is a place for 
musicians, artists and business 
people who want to let their  
creativity flourish in a meaningful 
way. A visit to Axis Mundi Studio 
is a journey into the realm of 
immersion and through the  
history of life. We’ve built a place 
that is full of inspiration and that 
will fascinate everyone. All energy 
is supplied by solar panels, wood 
pellets, a windmill and solar cells.
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The Magic Garden
Next to the studio in the Magic Garden is the open 
outdoors stage. Both the studio and the garden are  
filled with the latest advanced technology and  
archetypal and mythological figures from life’s  
infancy. The eternal tales about life and the most 
advanced technological tools are part of a  
symbiosis that provides a fertile foundation for the 
development of new ideas. 

The Jaguar Head
is the entrance to the

Subterranean 
Meditation Chamber


